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Lung ultrasound findings in pediatric patients with COVID-19
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Abstract
During the pandemic caused by the novel coronavirus (COVID-19), lung ultrasound has been used to diagnose and monitor
respiratory condition. The aim of the study was to describe lung ultrasound findings in children with a COVID-19 infection.
Patients younger than 18 years old and positive for COVID-19, admitted to pediatric tertiary referral hospital were included. They
were divided into two groups depending on the presence of respiratory symptoms. Lung ultrasound results were categorized into
four degrees according to Soldati et al. score (J UltrasoundMed 39:1–7, 2020) and it was also described the presence and type of
consolidation. Sixteen patients were recruited. The median age was 11 years old (IQR 2.8–12). Four children (25%) required
admission to the intensive care unit. Six patients (37.5%) presented with respiratory symptoms.Most of them showed S.score of 2
and subpleural consolidations were observed in four cases (66.6%). Ten patients (62.5%) presented with non-respiratory symp-
toms, lung ultrasound showed S.score from 0 to 2. Three (30%) were diagnosed of multisystem inflammatory syndrome and lung
ultrasounds showed S.score of 2 with bilateral pleural effusion.

Conclusions: Children with COVID-19 and respiratory symptoms mostly showed a S.score of 2 and 3 with subpleural
consolidations, upon the lung ultrasound assessment.

What is Known:
• Lung ultrasound is a useful tool for monitoring patients with respiratory symptoms in both adults and children. Lung ultrasounds are altered in adult

patients with COVID-19.

What is New:
• Lung ultrasound might improve COVID-19 assessment, it could be a useful tool to diagnose and monitor patients throughout the COVID-19 pandemic.

Even COVID-19 patients with non-respiratory symptoms have lung alterations that are visible on lung ultrasound.
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Abbreviations
CT Computed tomography
CXR Chest X-ray
ELISA Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay
LUS Lung ultrasound
MIS-C Multisystem inflammatory syndrome in children
PCR Real-time polymerase chain reaction
PICU Pediatric intensive care unit
PRISM III Pediatric Risk of Mortality Score III
UTI Urinary tract infection

Introduction

In recent years, lung ultrasound (LUS) has emerged as a bed-
side tool that is useful to identify and monitor many respira-
tory pathologies [2, 3], especially in intensive care units.

When the pandemic related to the novel coronavirus
(COVID-19) emerged in China in December 2019, computed
tomography (CT) was initially recommended in order to de-
tect early alterations in infected patients and to monitor lung
changes [4]. A recent article suggested that children present
milder forms of COVID-19 than adults, and therefore, the use
of CT scans should be limited in this population [5]. Chest X-
ray (CXR) is also a routinely used tool for diagnosing respi-
ratory diseases, including COVID-19 pneumonia, but it has
relatively low sensitivity and accuracy [6]. For these reasons,
LUS has been increasingly used for the diagnosis of respira-
tory conditions, including COVID-19 [6, 7]. In a recent
Chinese report reflecting a study performed on adults, LUS
features were related to the severity of the disease [8].
Moreover, CT and LUS have been compared and have shown
a good correlation [9]. Both CT and LUS have high sensitivity
to diagnose COVID-19 pneumonia [10]. In those cases with
hemodynamic and respiratory instability or with high conta-
giousness of COVID-19, LUS could be the best option due to
its easy bedside accessibility. Moreover, LUS does not use
ionizing radiation and is less expensive than the CT scan.
Some ultrasound patterns are currently being identified in
COVID-19 patients, and having the ability to define and rec-
ognize these patterns might be helpful in determining which
patients are most at risk for respiratory failure, depending on
the severity of LUS alterations [11]. What’s more, when LUS
is performed by trained clinicians, it may help to stratify the
risk of respiratory failure in suspected COVID-19 patients
[12]. Despite most of the available information referring to
the adult population [7], there are recent studies that describe
the use of LUS in children with COVID-19 [13].

The aim of the study was to describe LUS patterns in chil-
dren with a COVID-19 infection and respiratory symptoms

and LUS patterns in COVID-19 patients with non-
respiratory symptoms. A secondary objective was to analyze
if the LUS pattern correlated with the severity.

Materials and methods

This was a prospective observational study performed at the
Hospital Sant Joan de Déu, a pediatric tertiary referral hospi-
tal. Patients younger than 18 years old admitted to the hospital
with a positive real-time polymerase chain reaction (PCR)
result for COVID-19 or a positive COVID-19 IgM/IgG
enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) result were in-
cluded. PCR was carried out in accordance with the European
Centre for Disease Prevention and Control standards, using
nasopharyngeal swabs. The study was approved by the insti-
tutional review board and by the local Ethics Committee, and
parental informed consent was required. The research study
followed the Declaration of Helsinki recommendations.

For each patient, we obtained data on the age at admission,
sex, severity as measured by the Pediatric Risk of Mortality
Score III [PRISM III] [14], length of pediatric intensive care
unit (PICU) and hospital stay, respiratory and hemodynamic
support needed, and mortality.

Respiratory symptoms were described as the presence of
tachypnea, shortness of breath, and/or cough. Acute respira-
tory failure was defined as a PaO2 of < 60 mmHg or an SaO2
of < 88% on room air and/or an acute increase in PaCO2
above 50 mmHg [15]. Multisystem inflammatory syndrome
in children (MIS-C) was defined following the WHO case
definition [16].

LUS performance

Intensivists, who have received standard training in LUS
(Winfocus PNCUS BL1P) and with at least 3 years of expe-
rience with LUS technique, performed the examination. The
intensivist wore the appropriate personal protective equip-
ment. The LUS was carried out at the patient’s bedside, using
a 12-MHz lineal probe, screening the six pulmonary sections
following the Via G [17] procedure (superior an inferior sec-
tions in parasternal, anterolateral, and posterior areas)
[17–19]. In order to minimize the spread of the virus and other
microbes, LUS was performed with the probe protected by a
single-use plastic cover, and an ultrasound transmission gel in
a single-use package. After the examination, all the material
was cleaned correctly [1, 20].

Even though there is currently no consensus available on
classifying the degree of aeration loss and pattern [21], lung
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aeration and lung pattern were classified following the score
proposed by Soldati et al. [1] for COVID-19 patients (score 0:
normal lung sliding, regular pleural line and A-lines; score 1:
vertical artifacts are described, pleural line indented with sev-
eral B-lines; score 2: broken pleural line with dark and with
consolidation areas; score 3 large regions of white lung) [1]. It
was also describe the presence and type of consolidation
(subpleural consolidations < 1 cm, consolidation with the
“shred sign” and bronchogram, and consolidation with a
tissue-like pattern without bronchogram) [22–25]. Figure 1
shows how the patients were classified based on the LUS
findings as regards aeration loss and lung patterns. More im-
ages are shown in the supplementary material.

A statistical analysis was performed using the IBM SPSS
25.0 Statistics® program. Categorical variables were

indicated as frequency (n) and percentage (%), whereas con-
tinuous variables were summarized as median and interquar-
tile range (IQR). The comparison of categorical variables was
performed using the χ2 test or Fisher’s exact test. Continuous
variables were compared with the Mann-Whitney U test.
Probability values of less than 0.05 were considered statisti-
cally significant.

Results

Sixteen patients were recruited during the study period. The
patients’ median age was 11 years old (IQR 2.8–12) and 11
(68.8%) cases were males. Fifteen patients had positive PCR
for COVID-19. Only one patient with MIS-C had positive

Aera�on pa�erns
Normal Lung sliding: A-lines with 
less than 2 B-lines

Moderate loss of aera�on: mul�ple 
and well defined B-lines

Severe loss of aera�on: mul�ple 
and coalescent B-lines

Consolida�ons
Viral pneumonia: confluent B-lines 
with li�le subpleural consolida�ons

Bacterial pneumonia: Consolida�on 
with bronchogram or small 
hypoechoic images or subpleural 
consolida�ons with bronchogram

Atelectasis(×) : consolida�on 
without bronchogram nor 
vascularisa�on

Pleural effusion(*): anechoic space 
between the two pleura

Fig. 1 Classification of patients
based on the LUS findings
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ELISA result with negative PCR for COVID-19. Patients
were divided into two groups: there were six patients with
respiratory symptoms and ten patients with non-respiratory
symptoms. The second group comprised three patients with
MIS-C, two with febrile syndromes, one with a urinary tract
infection (UTI), one with gastroenteritis, two with lymphade-
nitis, and one with appendicitis. From the total sample, four
patients required PICU admission: two suffering from acute
respiratory failure, requiring mechanical ventilation, and two
due to MIS-C (Table 1 and Fig. 2). Table 1 summarizes the
main characteristics of the patients. A schematic distribution
of the patients by their clinical features and the LUS findings
is included in Fig. 2. The median time required to carry out
LUS was 8 min (IQR 6.5–9). No complications were detected
during the procedure.

Patients with respiratory symptoms

There were 6/16 (37.5% of the total sample) patients with a
positive PCR test for COVID-19 and respiratory symptoms.
Four of these patients (4/6, 66.6%) were admitted to the hospi-
talization ward: three with pneumonia and one with a diagnosis
of MIS-C. All four presented mild symptoms, requiring a max-
imum FiO2 of 0.36 through either a nasal cannula or an oxygen
mask. Attending to Soldati et al. score, one patient showed score
of 3, four patients score of 2, and one patient score of 1.
Regarding the presence and type of consolidation found, 2/4
cases (50%) had subpleural consolidation < 1 cm, one had no
consolidation (25%), and the MIS-C patient (25%) had basal

consolidation with a tissue-like pattern without bronchogram
and pleural effusion. Two of these patients required PICU ad-
mission (2/6, 33.3%) and mechanical ventilation due to respira-
tory failure. Both of them had moderate-severe aeration loss and
subpleural consolidation < 1 cm on LUS (Fig. 2).

Patients with non-respiratory symptoms

There were 10/16 (62.5% of the total sample) COVID-19 pa-
tients with other, non-respiratory symptoms; eight of these pa-
tients were admitted to the hospitalization ward. Attending to
Soldati et al. score, in six patients, LUS showed a score of 2,
three patients score of 1, and one patient score of 0. LUS showed
subpleural consolidation < 1 cm in two of them (20%), and con-
solidation with a tissue-like pattern without bronchogram, in two
other patients (20%). Two of the three (67%) patients with a
MIS-C diagnosis required PICU admission because of their he-
modynamic condition. LUS showed a S.score of 2 in both; one
had a large consolidation with air bronchograms in the right base
of the lung and was eventually diagnosed with a community-
acquired bacterial infection (Fig. 2).

Discussion

During this global respiratory pandemic, LUS has been re-
ferred as a key tool in the clinical management of patients with
COVID-19-related lung injury [26].

Table 1 Demographic and clinical data

Total (n = 16) COVID-19 and RS (n = 6) COVID-19 and n-RS (n = 10) p value

Male sex, n (%) 11 (68.8) 5 (83.3) 6 (54.5) 0.635

Age (days)
Median (IQR)

9.4 (0.82–12.7) 13.3 (10.5–17.2) 2.1 (0.33–11) 0.123

Comorbidities 0.845

None 13 (81.3) 4 (66.7) 9 (90)

Bronchitis 1 (6.3) 1 (16.7) 0 (0)

Oncologic disease 1 (6.3) 1 (16.7) 0 (0)

Congenital malformation 1 (6.3) 0 (0) 1 (10)

PRISM III
(Median (IQR)

0 (0–9.5) 0 (0–14) 0 (0–2) 0.335

PICU length (days)
Median (IQR)

7 (4–25) 0 (0–10) 0 (0–1.75) 0.652

Ward length (days)
Median (IQR)

5 (4–9.5) 7 (4–15.2) 4 (3–7) 0.297

Oxygen therapy n (%) 8 (50) 6 (100) 2 (25) <0.01

HFNC n (%) 2 (12.5) 2 (33.3) 0 (0) 0.125

NIV n (%) 3 (18.8) 2 (33.3) 1 (10) 0.304

CMV n (%) 3 (18.8) 1 (16.7) 2 (20) 0.696

Inotropes n (%) 3 (18.8) 1 (16.7) 2 (20) 0.696

RS, respiratory symptoms; n-RS, non-respiratory symptoms; MIS, multi-systemic syndrome; UTI, urine tract infection; PICU, pediatric intensive care
unit; O2, oxygen therapy; HFNC, high-flow nasal canula; NIV, non-invasive ventilation; CMV, conventional mechanical ventilation
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Even though we describe a small sample of pediatric pa-
tients, it might be a representative picture of what we could
expect to find on the lung ultrasound of children with a
COVID-19 infection. In adults, it has been described that
LUS findings in COVID-19 patients are similar to those ex-
tensively described in patients with other types of pneumonia,
including various forms of B-lines, an irregular or fragmented
pleural line, consolidations, pleural effusion, and absence of
lung sliding [27]. In the COVID-19 patients described in this
study, LUS mostly showed multiform vertical artifacts and
separate and coalescent B-lines, classified as score of 1 or 2
from Soldati classification. Subpleural consolidations < 1 cm
have been found to be the most predominant pattern, and
alveolar consolidation was described in some cases. These
results and patterns have been equally defined in adults [8,
27]. However, consolidations are less common in our pediat-
ric patients than what is typically described in adults [27].

The classification of both findings seems to be correlated
with the severity of the lung injury. A recent paper concludes
that there is a high concordance between radiologic and LUS
findings, suggesting that LUS is a reasonable method to detect
lung abnormalities in children with COVID-19 [20].

Recently, clusters of children and adolescents with a mul-
tisystem inflammatory condition sharing features with
Kawasaki disease and toxic shock syndrome have been de-
scribed. In our sample, four patients presented with MIS-C
[16, 28–30]. Even though three of those patients presented
with non-respiratory symptoms, LUS showed severe loss of

aeration in all of them. This was probably secondary to the
associated capillary leakage, and also to the cardiogenic shock
in those who required PICU admission.

LUS findings may differ depending on the presence of respi-
ratory symptoms and their severity. In our experience, we would
say that on the one hand, patients with acute COVID-19 disease
with severe respiratory failure have a moderately or severely
altered LUS, with no cases of a normal or mildly altered LUS.
On the other hand, patients with mild or non-respiratory symp-
toms may have LUS alterations, but milder than those with
severe respiratory failure [13, 31]. LUS findings always should
be interpreted in light of the clinical context [20].

Wewould like tomention that we are aware that theremay be
concern about the safety of using this technique in these patients
due to the contagiousness of COVID-19. However, it has been
demonstrated that the same clinician can safely perform the clin-
ical examination and the bedside LUS during the same explora-
tion [13, 32]. Therefore, no other clinicians need to come into
contact with the patient [13]. When pulmonary condition can be
monitored using LUS, the patient does not need to be moved
around the hospital to undergo a CT scan or a chest X-ray, so
neither people moving in the corridors nor the radiology techni-
cians come into contact with the patient. All these strategies help
to reduce physicians’ exposure and halt the spread of the virus.
Moreover, combinedwith the clinical evaluation, LUSmay help
clinicians to monitor the evolution of lung disease until its reso-
lution [26, 32]. We would like to highlight that no physician got
infected despite doing bedside LUS.

COVID-19 Pa�ents (16)

Respiratory symptoms 
(6)

Other symptoms (10)

Ward pa�ents (4) PICU pa�ents (2) 

MIS-C (1)

S. Score*: 2 (1)
LUSc:  
- Consolida�on with TLP 

without bronchogram (1) 
- Pleural effusion (1)

Viral Pneumonia (3)

- S. Score*: 2 (2), 1 (1)
LUSc: 
- Subpl. consolida�on (2)
- No consolida�on (1)

Viral Pneumonia (2)

S.Socre*: 3 (1), 2 (1)
LUSc: 
- subpl. consolida�on(2)

MIS-C (1)

S.Score*: 2 (1)
LUSc: 
- No consolida�on (1)
- Pleural effusion (1)

Surgical procedure (3)
S.Score*: 1 (2), 2 (1)
LUSc: 
- consolida�on with TLP 

without bronchogram)  (1)  
- No consolida�on (2)

Febrile syndrome (2)

S.Score*: 2 (2)
LUSc: subpl. consolida�on (2)

Ward pa�ents (8) PICU pa�ents (2)

MIS-C (2)

S.Score*: 2 (2)
LUSc: 
- Atelectasis (1) 
- consolida�on with “shred 

sign” and bronchogram (1)
- Bilateral pleural effusion (2)

UTI/GE (2)
S.Score*: 0 (1), 1 (1)
LUSc: No consolida�on (2)

Abbrevia�ons:  Sscore: Solda� Score19; GE: gastroenteri�s; LUSc: lung ultrasound consolida�on; MIS: mul�system inflammatory syndrome; PICU: pediatric 
intensive care unit; Subpl.: subpleural; TLP: �ssue-like pa�ern; UTI: urinary tract infec�on. 

Fig. 2 Distribution of the patients by their clinical features and the LUS
findings. Abbreviations: Sscore, Soldati Score [19]; GE, gastroenteritis;
LUSc, lung ultrasound consolidation; MIS, multisystem inflammatory

syndrome; PICU, pediatric intensive care unit; Subpl., subpleural; TLP,
tissue-like pattern; UTI, urinary tract infection
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Based on our experience, we consider that LUS might have
major utility for the management of children with COVID-19,
regardless of whether they have respiratory symptoms, due to
its easy access, safety, low cost, and point-of-care use. It could
be used to quickly assess the severity of acute COVID-19-
induced pneumonia, and to track the evolution of the disease
during follow-up. It could also allow physicians to identify the
patients who are at a higher risk of respiratory failure evolution
depending on the LUS alteration, so they could be monitored
more intensively and rapidly enhance the treatment if needed.

Recent international evidence-based guidelines on Point-
of-Care Ultrasound (POCUS) [33] for critically ill neonates
and children have been published. POCUS is increasingly
being utilized in neonatal and pediatric critical care as a valu-
able adjunct to clinical examination. It involves a focused
assessment and provides anatomical and/or physiological in-
formation to be integrated with clinical and laboratory data
and make timely and accurate decisions possible. Lung
POCUS is helpful to semi-quantitatively evaluate lung aera-
tion, to detect pneumonia and pleural effusions in neonates
and children. Following POCUS guidelines which define a
scope of practice may help in standardizing clinical practice
across acute care settings. Lung POCUS is helpful to semi-
quantitatively evaluate lung aeration, to detect pneumonia and
pleural effusions in neonates and children.

We acknowledge that this study has several limitations.
Firstly, it was carried out at a single center, so the results
may not be able to be extrapolated to other populations.
Secondly, LUS is a lung-image technique that should be per-
formed by experienced physicians with a standard LUS train-
ing and should always be combined with a proper physical
examination and other laboratory analysis. Finally, research
on COVID-19 pneumonia diagnosis is hampered by the diffi-
culties in obtaining a systematic comparison with CT scan
[10]. Despite this, we believe that it provides valuable infor-
mation, as there is limited data regarding pediatric patients
with this condition.

Conclusions

LUS could improve how we assess children diagnosed with
COVID-19. Two LUS patterns were ascertained: patients with
acute respiratory symptoms had a S.score [1] of 2 and 3 with
subpleural consolidations < 1 cm. Patients with MIS-C had a
S.score of 2. The presence of consolidation on LUS may be
due to bacterial cross-contamination. Therefore, LUS can be a
useful tool to diagnose and monitor patients throughout their
battle with COVID-19.
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